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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a new telescope operations
model that is intended to achieve low operating costs
with high operating efficiency and high scientific
productivity. The model is based on the existing
Principal Astronomer approach used in conjunction
with ATIS, a language for commanding remotely
located automatic telescopes. This paper introduces
the notion of an Associate Principal Astronomer, or
APA. At the heart of the APA is automatic

observation loading and scheduling software, and it is
this software that is expected to help achieve efficient

and productive telescope operations. The purpose of
tile APA system is to make it possible for astronomers
to submit observation requests to and obtain

resulting data from remote automatic telescopes, via
the Internet, in a highly-automated way that
minimizes human interaction with the system and
maximizes the scientific return from observing time.

BACKGROUND

Research quality telescopes located at prime
observing sites have always been a scarce resource,
and astronomers have had to work with limited

access to these telescopes. Typically, observing time
is allocated to an individual astronomer a few times

per year in short contiguous blocks of a few nights
each. Furthermore, the astronomer has needed to be

physically present at the telescope in order to operate
his instrumentation for data acquisition. Limited

access, block allocation, and local operation have
restricted both the amount of data that can be

gathered and the type of observational campaigns
that can be accomplished.

More recently, sophisticated network and
communication technologies have enabled a number

of new approaches where astronomers may
participate in an observation program from a remote
location. These approaches range from remote verbal
communications with the on-site telescope operations

staff to actual remote control of a telescope with real
time video feedback [4]. Such remote observations
provide flexibility by allowing the observer to be

physically distant from the telescope yet remain in
direct control. However, even in this remote
observing paradigm, the astronomer must still be
involved during the execution of the observing
program, and human presence at the observatory is
often still required.

Fully automatic telescopes represent an extension
to the remote observing paradigm, allowing an
astronomer to be removed from the telescope both

temporally as well as spatially. For example,
Fairborn Observatory (Mt. Hopkins, Arizona) and
AutoScope Corporation (Fort Collins, Colorado) have
designed and built software and hardware systems for
the control of modest-aperture telescopes equipped
with photoelectric photometers to measure stellar

brightness. These systems make it possible for a
remotely located telescope to operate unattended for
significant periods (up to a number of months).
These telescopes execute commands provided by an
astronomer in such a way that the astronomer is not

required to participate in the execution of the
observing program. It is in this sense that these

telescopes are fully automatic.
While the majority of existing ground-based

automatic telescopes are used for aperture
photometry, automation support for spectroscopy

and imaging has been increasing (primarily due to
the efforts of R. Kent Honeycutt and Don Epand [3]).

Genet and Hayes [6] describe automatic photoelectric
telescopes in some detail.

For the sort of telescope we are considering, the
language used to define observation requests is the
Automatic Telescope Instruction Set, or ATIS [3]. In
ATIS, a group is the primitive unit to be scheduled
and executed. A group is a sequence of telescope
commands and instrument commands defined by an
astronomer to accomplish the observation of an

object of interest. A group contains commands to
move the telescope, to control the filters, and to
gather data in a defined sequence. In the initial
version, ATIS89, the only instruments accommodated
were photometers, but the most recent version,
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ATIS93,alsoincludescommandsto obtainCCD
cameraimages.

In additionto specifyingthesyntaxandsemantics
forobservationrequestsandresults,thenTis
standardprovidesasetof group selection rules that
are used to determine the execution order of groups
during tile night. The group selection rules provided
by ATIS essentially implement a
first-to-set-in-the-west policy: at any given point in
time the telescope observes the star that will set
next. It is possible to improve upon this default
group selection policy by using more sophisticated
scheduling techniques. Specifically, it is possible to
improve the quality of the data by more precisely
scheduling groups so that observations are taken at

lower airmass (on average), and so that observations
are obtained at astrophysically interesting times.
Additionally, for a multi-user telescope, better
scheduling can result in a fairer allocation of
telescope time to requesting astronomers.

We were invited to be part of the International
Astronomical Union ATIS93 standardization

committee to assist with ATIS extensions in support
of advanced scheduling. Along with other committee
members, we designed a new group selection advice
statement. This new statement is used to override

the default ATIS group selection rules. The
committee also agreed on a mechanism for
communication with a telescope controller in terms of
incremental ATIS93 partial input and partial output
files. Together, these new features make it possible to
implement a non-native (i.e., external) scheduler that
can effectively drive a telescope's controller to better
serve tile scientific objectives of participating
astronomers.

Our new approach to the automatic management
of remotely located telescopes is based on ATIS93. At
the heart of our approach is automatic observation
loading and scheduling software, and it is this
software that is expected to help increase science
quality and telescope productivity. Our goals are to
provide software tools to assist managers of
multi-user automatic telescopes and to make it
possible for participating astronomers to have their
observation requests scheduled on and their resulting
data returned from remotely located telescopes, via
the Internet, without the necessity of daily human
intervention.

THE CURRENT APPROACH

Before we explain how we intend to improve
telescope management and use, we need to briefly
explain the current manner in which automatic
nTis-compatible telescopes are managed. This is
illustrated in the left half of Figure 1 and briefly
described by the following scenario.

First, an astronomer forms a set of groups
consistent with the scientific goals of his or her
observation campaign. For any given automatic
telescope, there is a single Principal Astronomer or
PA. The PA manages the set of requests that are

loaded onto the telescope. Thus, once an astronomer
has assembled a set of ATIS groups, these are sent to
the appropriate PA, typically via e-mail, Internet
FTP, or on floppy discs in the postal service.

The PA collects together the sets of requests from
participating astronomers and attempts to ensure
that the total set of groups is desirable - that the
telescope load makes good utilization of observing
time and is fair to all participating astronomers, that
there are appropriate groups for quality control and
data reduction, etc. Then the complete set of groups
is sent to the computer controlling the telescope.
Communication between the PA and the telescope
controller is typically carried out using personal
computers connected via the Internet or modems and
phone lines. The important aspect of the
communication is that the Pn can be located

anywhere on the planet (in principle) and need only
have access to an appropriate communication link.

The telescope controller uses its built-in nTIS
group selection rules to implement a form of heuristic
dispatch scheduling. At any point in time, the rules
recommend a single group to execute next. The
groups are executed by the telescope controller for
some number of nights (often months); eventually,
the PA requests from the controller the results that
have been collected thus far. The collected data are

returned to the PA as a results file specified within
the nTiS language. The results include the raw data
obtained from the observations, as well as a
chronological record of the groups that were executed
and relevant observing parameters to help with data
reduction. The PA edits the results file and sends

each astronomer the pieces corresponding to his or
her requested observations (again typically via
e-mail, Internet FTP, or on floppy discs). In some
cases the PA provides a data-reduction service,
returning reduced results, not simply raw data.

THE APA MODEL

The goal of our project is to provide automation
support for all aspects of nTiS-compatible telescope
management. Our focus is on providing software
tools to help a PA who represents a community of
participating astronomers; however, the increased
automation also improves the way in which the
astronomers interact with a PA. The right half of
Figure 1 and the following scenario illustrate a new
way of doing business with ATIS-based automatic
telescopes that we are in the process of making
possible. More details on the nPn operations model
are available in Bresina et al. [1].

From an Astronomer's Perspective

An astronomer creates an ATIS93 observation

request file and sends it via electronic mail to the
Pn's computer. Let us refer to this computer as the
Associate Principal Astronomer, or APA. The mailed
file is automatically received and parsed to check for
syntax errors. If the file adheres to the nTIS93

specification, then the APA e-mails a message back to
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Figure 1: Operation of ATIS-compatible telescopes without. (left) and with (right) the APA.

the astronomer acknowledging successful receipt of
the request file; otherwise, a message is e-mailed back
identifying the syntactic errors in the astronomer's
file. At the end of each observing night, the APA
e-mails the astronomer the results of those

observation requests that were serviced that night,
along with the results necessary for data reduction
and data quality assessment.

From tim PA's Perspective

The APA divides the overall problem of group

scheduling into two subproblems: first, it assigns a
group to execute on a given set of nights; second, for
any group that has been selected for execution
tonight, it assigns that group specific times through

the night at which to execute. The first process is
called loading, and its temporal scope covers many
months. The second process is called night
scheduling, and it is concerned with the seconds,
minutes, and hours within a given night. After
loading and night scheduling, a new combined ATIS93
file is automatically assembled by the APA. The PA
can check how the controller will handle this new

request file by displaying a prediction of telescope
behavior for the night based on the best schedule
found by the night scheduler (i.e., what observations
are likely to be made if the weather is ideal). If the
PA is not satisfied with the prediction, then the
manner in which the APA loads and schedules the

observations can be modified. The next morning, the

results of the night's observations are already stored
at the APA. If the PA wants to assess the quality of

the night's observation schedule and results, the
actual telescope behavior can be displayed. Once the
PA has tuned the APA to consistently produce high

quality schedules, the APA takes care of routine
observation loading and scheduling with only
occasional supervision. A lnore complete description

of the loader is given by Bresina [2], and a description
of one of the techniques used in the night scheduler is

given by Swanson, Bresina, & Drummond [9].

From the Telescope Controller's Perspective

Just before nightfall, the ATIS93 input file is
automatically transferred to the telescope controller
along with the observation schedule. The controller
executes the schedule and, at the end of the night,
transfers the ATIS93 output file back to the APA. This
is the minimum amount of interaction between the

telescope controller and the APA; however, the ATIS93
specification also allows for partial input and partial
output files to be transmitted during the night. The
partial output files enable the telescope behavior and
status to be monitored during the night - either by a
person (for example, to check the status of the
telescope mechanics and optics) or automatically by
the APA. The partial input files enable the APA to
transmit new schedules and new groups during the

night when necessary. For example, the APA can
dynamically reschedule due to a change in the quality
of observing conditions or due to an urgent
observation request received during the night.

DISCUSSION

The overall goal of our project is to provide
automation support for the management and use of
remotely located, automatic telescopes. So far, we
have focused on building the core of an Associate
Principal Astronomer, or APA. This core consists of
an automatic group loading and scheduling
mechanism, together with a means for automatic
schedule execution and dynamic rescheduling. While

this core provides important functionality, there are
many aspects of the PA's job that it does not address.
In collaboration with other astronomers, we are

currently expanding the set of functions offered by
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theAPAto includeautomatichandlingofATIS
requestfiles,preliminaryquick-lookdatareduction,
andqualitycontrolmeasures.Experience gained with
simulation tests and preliminary tests on an
automatic telescope have been encouraging.

It is clear that the ATIS model is not the only one
for automatic telescope management. Others have

built gPA-like systems [8]. The primary advantage of
the APA is that it uses advanced scheduling
techniques and operates with any telescope that
adheres to the ATlS93 standard. Of course, NASA has
a number of orbital telescopes that are operated
remotely. The Hubble Space Telescope (.ST), for
instance, is operated in a way that is somewhat
similar to our APA model, tIowever, there is a

significant amount of human infrastructure
associated with the management of HST. Such
infrastructure is expensive, and it cannot be

replicated for every single telescope that is to be run
automatically. Clearly, the human infrastructure
surrounding ItST performs useful tasks that our APA
model ignores: for instance, helping users formulate
their telescope requests and helping users make sense
of the data they obtain. Our APA model leaves all
such tasks firmly in the hands of telescope users (and
their scientific community).

Our APA operations model requires one
workstation (or a high-end personal computer), one
experienced astronomer to act as the telescope PA,
and one Principal Engineer / technician (PE) tO fiX
the telescope and observatory control systems when

things go wrong. A number of telescopes can be
managed by a single APA, PA, and PE team.

One of us (GW.) has been working as a PA for a
number of years with automatic telescopes. Together
with Lou Boyd (of Fairborn Observatory) acting as
PE, several telescopes have been operated
automatically on Mt. Hopkins in southern Arizona to
accomplish various scientific programs. The efficiency
of operations for these telescopes has been estimated
to achieve a dollar-cost-per-observation that is 30 to
40 times cheaper than previously possible using
traditional manual telescope operations [7]. There
has also been an enormous increase in observational

throughput: the combined yearly output of the
automatic telescopes managed by GWH would require
a lifetime of effort to obtain by previous manual
methods of operation.

To date, each of these automatic telescopes has

been dedicated to a specific, long-term observing
program. Thus, the operating schedule for each
telescope has been extensively tuned by the PA (and
sole user) to achieve acceptable performance.
However, even small changes to the observing
program make it very difficult to optimize the
loading and scheduling. For multi-user telescopes,
such extensive manual tuning is infeasible. In this
context, our goal is to simplify and optimize the
operation of single-user automatic telescopes and
then to extend this simplified management structure

to multi-user telescopes.
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ABSTRACT

DTS is a decision-theoretic scheduler, built

on top of a flexible toolkit--this paper focuses

on how the toolkit might be reused in future
NASA mission schedulers. The toolkit in-

cludes a user-customizable scheduling inter-

face, and a "Just-For-You" optimization en-

gine.
The customizable interface is built on two

metaphors: objects and dynamic graphs. Ob-

jects help to structure problem specifications
and related data, while dynamic graphs sim-

plify the specification of graphical schedule
editors (such as Gantt charts). The interface

can be used with any "back-end" scheduler,

through dynamically-loaded code, interprocess
communication, or a shared database.

The "Just-For-You" optimization engine

includes user-specific utility functions, auto-

matically compiled heuristic evaluations, and a

postprocessing facility for enforcing schedul-

ing policies. The optimization engine is based

on BPS, the Bayesian Problem-Solver [1,2],
which introduced a similar approach to solving

single-agent and adversarial graph search

problems.

DTS SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Decision-Theoretic Scheduler, DTS, is

designed to support scheduling of over-sub-

scribed, long-running projects. DTS is literally

implemented as a program in a specialized lan-

guage for the design of scheduling and optimi-

zation systems. This DTS Customization Lan-

guage (DCL) is implemented on top of the

public-domain TCL/Tk system [3].
DTS has been designed for science-plan-

ning on NASA missions. We are preparing to

deploy the system as one component of a cost-
reduction program within the Extreme Ultravi-

olet Explorer mission of the Center for Ex-
treme Ultraviolet Astrophysics at the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley [4].

We have explicitly designed DTS to be
customizable by users, and thus transferrable

to other missions. An easily customized sched-

uling system can reduce costs by eliminating

the mission-specific paperwork and
"workarounds" that result when a system does

not address a scheduling scenario completely.
To reduce mission costs further, we have

designed DTS so that such extensions can be

made quickly and without corrupting existing

code or functionality. For example, the current

DTS interface provides much of the function-

ality of commercial project scheduling tools,

but is implemented in under 7000 lines of DCL

code. User modifications--such as an import

"filter" for a pre-existing file format, or a spe-

cialized report writer--typically require only a
few dozen lines of DCL code. Because DCL

code is interpreted, programming errors are

safely trapped.
Behind the scenes, the DTS "back-end"

contains a sophisticated consla'aint-satisfaction

search engine for use in automated scheduling.

The use of decision theory permits user prefer-

ences and requirements to be modeled in a
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mathematicallycoherentway.Theresultis
thatDTS cantypically find near-optimalsolu-
tions to theuser'sactualproblem,with opti-
mality measuredin theuser'sterms.Manyex-
isting schedulingtechniquesrestrictboththe
definitionof optimality andtherepresentation
of theproblem:theuseris forcedto useasys-
temthatprovidesaquasi-optimalsolutionto
anapproximationof theproblem.

Ourresearchgoal in theDTSback-endhas
beento providearich representationfor prob-
lemsandpreferences,andstill findnear-opti-
mal solutionsthroughtheuseof compilation,
learninganddecision-theoreticsearch.

In thispaper,wedescribecustomizationin
boththefront-endandback-end,andthencon-
cludewith a descriptionof futureplansfor ap-
plying DTSto NASA missions.

USER INTERFACE CUSTOMIZATION

The DTS interface uses objects and dy-

namic graphs to support customization.

All data in the system is represented within
an object hierarchy. The hierarchy includes

Task objects, Constraint objects, etc., as you

would expect. These basic objects can be sub-

classed, or specialized, for the needs of an in-

dividual application: in the NASA version of

DTS, an Observation object represents each
Task that is an astronomical observation.

The system also includes "management"
information objects such as (astronomical)

Targets, (scientific) Proposals, and Principal
Investigators. This information is linked to

"problem" information such as tasks by the use

of cross-reference attributes. For example,
each Observation has an attribute named Tar-

get that is a cross-reference.

The DTS interface is centered on an object

browser (Figure 2). Customization begins by

defining a new object class, or redefining an

existing object class. Each object class has an
associated form, used to display and edit ob-

ject instances in the browser. A simple default
form is inferred from the "type" of each at-

tribute (String, Date, etc.).

More complex forms require the use of

DCL code. Figure 2 shows the form for aTem-
poralConstraint instance. This is the most

complicated form in the system, but it requires

only 40 lines to produce a specialized display

Other
Applications -_"

File System 4"

User

DTS

Scheduler(s) Preprocessor(s)

Internal Problem

Represeitations

ProblemDatabase

Front-En(l / B_k.End

File I/O (import/export)

Browsing & Editing

Dispatch-Rule Scheduling

Manual Scheduling

Report Generation

Figure 1. Overview of DTS System Architecture.
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Figure 2. Example Customized Form in the Object Browser.

for a number of interrelated attributes. Like

most binary constraints, the temporal con-

straint has two task parameters. In addition, for

constraints of type "window," a utility function

is defined by the parameters at the bottom of
the form. These parameters are "animated" in

a utility graph. Finally, each type of constraint

has an associated graphical mnemonic (the

upper left of the form), which reminds the user
of the nature of the constraining relationship.

The second major mechanism in the DTS
user interface is the dynamic graph. Dynamic

graphs are editable "views" of a number of ob-

jects, built using an X-Y graphing metaphor.

For example, a typical Gantt chart is an X-Y

plot of tasks (Y), using their start time and du-
ration (X). The DTS dynamic graph permits
views such as Gantt charts, PERT charts, con-

straint matrices and resource histograms to be

specified easily. These graphs are dynamic in
that callbacks can be associated with user ac-

tions (e.g., mouse events), and defined to mod-

ify the underlying data appropriately.

Each of the basic views implemented thus

far has required approximately 250 lines of

DCL code for layout and callbacks. Applica-

tion-specific views (such as augmented Gantt
charts, statistical summaries, etc.) should be

implementable with similar effort.

OPTIMIZER CUSTOMIZATION

The DTS back-end includes C++ routines,

callable through DCL, that perform basic pre-
processing and scheduling tasks. This optimi-

zation engine uses decision-theoretic search

mechanisms developed by the authors in previ-

ous and ongoing work with the Bayesian Prob-

lem-Solver [1,2,5].

The use of decision theory [6,7,8] enables

the engine to guide its search by user-specific

utility functions, in addition to heuristic evalu-
ation functions. Many existing schedulers use
heuristic functions alone, but heuristic func-

tions can confuse the role of schedule evalua-

tion (utility) and search control (heuristics).
DTS collects statistics that relate heuristic

evaluations to attributes of the utility function.

Because these statistics relate to inputs rather

than outputs of the utility function, the func-
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tion itself can be modified without invalidating

the statistics that have been gathered. The use

of statistical estimation and probabilistic infer-

ence in DTS also permits multiple heuristic
evaluations to be combined to focus the search

more effectively. For example, a general-pur-

pose constraint-satisfaction heuristic might be

coupled with a domain-specific heuristic [5].

In an early phase of development, we

found that the costs of state generation and

heuristic evaluation were a significant bottle-

neck to the development of sophisticated
scheduling search control. DTS thus also em-

ploys an experimental compilation mechanism

that derives a specialized data structure for

search tree "states" from a formal specification

of the heuristic function. Hand-coding of such
data structures reduces the overall cost of

search significantly, and we anticipate that the

automation of these data structures will permit

these benefits to be achievable for users rely-

ing on domain-specific heuristics. Hansson [9]

describes the compilation mechanism in more
detail.

Finally, the use of DCL permits a user to
code a secure "audit" or "checker" routine to

validate a finished schedule before execution,

or to enforce certain scheduling policies that

are hard to represent within the system.

Along with other DTS features, these three
mechanisms---decision-theoretic search with

user-specific utility functions, data structure

compilation for fast heuristic evaluation, and

postprocessing for schedule validity--have

been designed to ensure that DTS finds solu-

tions to the user's real problem with a mini-
mum of search cost.

CONCLUSION

We are presently customizing DTS for pos-
sible use within current and future NASA mis-

sions (including EUVE and CASSINI), and

collaborating with NASA researchers to reuse

the DTS interface on top of their schedulers.

We feel that the customizability of DTS

can permit future NASA missions to exploit
"economies of reuse" and "economies of fidel-

ity." Economies of reuse are well-known: they

result when development costs are cut by reus-

ing flexible software.

Economies of fidelity result when a system

can be made to solve a large portion of an ap-

plication task, without a great degree of sim-
plification. Many search and optimization

frameworks require the user to simplify or ab-

stract their problem into a restricted modelling

language. This increases the cost of using such

systems, and reduces the benefits: the solutions

found are not always executable, let alone

near-optimal, solutions to the real problem. On

the other hand, systems like DTS, and Muscet-
tola's HSTS [ 10], attempt to provide a richer

framework for modeling the problem. DTS fo-

cuses on preference modeling, while HSTS fo-
cuses on constraint and state-variable model-

ing. We anticipate that compilation and

learning techniques will permit these rich rep-

resentations to be searched efficiently.
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